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Introduction 

In an increasingly challenging fundraising environment, legacy giving remains a vital source of 

voluntary income. In fact, as illustrated in a recent analysis by Third Sector1, growth in legacy 

income is masking – and cushioning – a fall in other areas of fundraised income, especially in 

larger charities. And as the legacy giving sector continues to grow, we are seeing a more 

diverse range of charities receiving legacy gifts each year – no longer the sole benefit of a few 

large, long-established charities. 

This good news story is attracting more attention – and with it, investment – into the area of 

legacy fundraising. Remember a Charity membership has grown to over 200 members2 as 

charity leaders and Directors of Fundraising seek to ensure they are capitalising on this 

important source of largely unrestricted income. 

Charities are also growing in confidence – speaking to their donors in higher numbers and 

more frequently about legacy giving than ever before. And as technology disrupts the sector 

and traditional fundraising techniques become less effective and harder to use, we are seeing 

a rise in the use of digital channels, broadcast media and will-writing initiatives to spread the 

legacy message far and wide.  

In short, as the legacy market continues to grow, it is becoming increasingly complex and 

competitive, as charities vie for the attention of potential future legacy donors. 

Based on our last legacy marketing benchmarks project in 2017, we estimated that the top 

100 charities alone invested £25m into legacy fundraising initiatives, employing over 450 

legacy marketing and administration staff, and attracting 200,000 new prospects and 

pledgers.  

But as we all know too well, measuring and evaluating legacy marketing investment can be 

challenging. A lack of consistency, both within individual charities and as a wider sector, 

makes it difficult to evidence a causal link between what is spent on legacy marketing, and 

the legacy income received as a result. Not to mention the time lag that exists between the 

investment and receiving a gift. 

This is why we launched the first Legacy Marketing Benchmarks project in 2016 (using data to 

end March 2015) and extended the project in 2017 (using data to March 2017), working with a 

consortium of 36 major charities to analyse and compare their investment in legacy 

fundraising.  

This proposal is to update and refine the 2017 benchmarking project, 

analysing data for the period ending March 2019; that’s two years on from 

the previous data set. The project is being run jointly by legacy market 

analysts Legacy Foresight and legacy marketing specialists Legacy Voice.  

                                                 
1 https://www.thirdsector.co.uk/stalling-donations-masked-rising-legacy-income-third-sector-study-
finds/fundraising/article/1579416 
2 https://fundraising.co.uk/2017/10/26/remember-charity-reaches-200th-member-milestone/ 
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Project objectives 

Our last two benchmarking projects taught us a great deal about which 

data it is possible to collect and meaningful to analyse. Based on this 

experience, we have streamlined the levels of information requested in 

some areas and added some key extra variables in others.  

In particular we are going to be looking at legacy stewardship and will-

writing initiatives in more detail; as our clients tell us these two areas are 

of significant attention and interest at present.  

Once again, it is important to stress that this project is not looking to prove a causal link 

between marketing activities and legacy income growth. There are simply too many variables 

to be able to do this effectively.  

However, as we were able to last time, we hope to give an indication of the amount of legacy 

income generated, for the average charity in the Consortium, as a direct result of an increase 

in legacy marketing activity and also, importantly, an indication of the time profile over which 

a charity will receive that additional income. 

We will also be able to give a detailed benchmark of current activity, to compare and contrast 

the ways charities are investing in legacy marketing activities, at what scale, how effective they 

are in generating a ‘response’ (as measured by pledgers and prospects generated), and how 

investment is changing over time.  

As in previous projects, we hope to have a good mix of charities by broad sector and by size. 

Depending on the make-up of the final consortium, we may also explore other ways of cutting 

the data; for example focusing on faith-based charities or membership organisations.  

This project is open to any charity with legacy income over £2m who would like to get 

involved, irrespective of whether they were involved in previous Legacy Marketing 

Benchmarks projects. Rather than adding to the data we collated previously, the project 

will collect a fresh set of data from all participants. 

To make our analysis robust we need a group of charities representing at least 25% of the 

legacy market – i.e. with combined annual legacy income of £750m+. 

We appreciate that not all charities will be able to supply all the information listed in this 

proposal. However, to ensure meaningful analysis and in fairness to other Consortium 

members, we would ask that you are able to supply most of the data requested, and that 

you make your best efforts to provide your data by the stated deadline. Please do check 

with us if you have any concerns about this.  

As always, we will provide detailed briefing notes and definitions at the start of the project 

and will be available for guidance by email as the project progresses.  
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Areas to benchmark 

As in 2016 and 2017, we have defined four areas to benchmark:   

1. Capacity: the size and structure of charities’ legacy teams and budgets 

2. Activity: the types of legacy marketing activity charities are investing in, the cost, volume 

and outcome of each 

3. Legacy Marketing Response: the volume of people that have told you their legacy intentions 

4. Legator Data: the proportion and value of legacies received by legators’ past relationship 

1. Capacity 

First, we will ask for data on your total legacy fundraising spend and staffing in the context of 

overall fundraising budgets and teams. We also ask for an estimated breakdown of your 

team’s time across the three broad activity areas of awareness raising, acquisition and 

stewardship. 

What you can expect to learn: 

• Size of legacy teams in relation to level of legacy marketing activities and legacy income 

• Levels of legacy marketing spend in relation to total fundraising spend 

• Levels of legacy marketing spend in relation to levels of legacy income* 

• The focus of your team’s efforts compared to the other charities in the Consortium, and how 

this compares to the focus of marketing spend  

‘* Please note we are not looking to prove a causal link between current levels or types of 

legacy fundraising spend and the level of legacy income received, due to the a long lag 

between marketing activity and outcome.  

2. Activity 

This section will investigate the different types of legacy marketing activities undertaken by 

charities, looking at the amounts invested, the volume of activity, and where possible the 

response rates generated. 

As before, we will break activity down into three broad areas, but will ask for a more simplified 

set of data than last time: 

• Awareness-raising activities – the ongoing activity to raise awareness of legacy giving 

amongst your supporters and wider public, which does not necessarily result in a direct 

response to you. 

• Acquisition – marketing activity where the primary objective is to generate some interest in 

legacy giving, whether consideration or action. For example, direct mail, telephone, events. 

• Will writing – details on what schemes you participate in (covering FWS and online will 

products) and how successful they have been (numbers of wills written, numbers of 

bequests generated, types of bequest, average values of bequests where known etc.) 

• Stewardship – how charities nurture relationships with supporters over time with the 

intention of securing their legacy gift.  Including additional detail on stewardship events 

(response rates, conversions etc.) and additional metrics covering number of people 

stewarded  
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For each broad area, we will ask whether or not you carry out specific types of activity (based 

on a list agreed by the project sounding board), how much money was spent on each activity 

in both the year to March 2018 and the year to March 2019, the number of people ‘reached’, 

and (where relevant) the number of new pledgers and prospects achieved.    

We hope to also draw on top-line aggregated data directly from the key will-writing schemes 

(e.g. Farewill, Bequeathed, Free Will Network etc), to enable comparisons on the types and 

volumes of people using them and their key performance indicators.  

What you can expect to learn: 

• How charities are investing in legacy marketing by activity type, comparing results by 

charity size and sector 

• Volumes of people reached through those activities, relative to the size of the charity 

• Typical response rates for certain activities e.g. legacy mailings, stewardship events 

• Average volume of legacy pledgers and prospects recruited by activity, relative to the size of 

the charity 

• Usage and relative success of will-writing schemes 

3. Legacy Marketing Response 

This will provide a simple benchmark of the volume of people that inform charities of their 

intention to leave a legacy. We break respondents down into two groups: 

• Legacy pledgers – people who tell you they have made a Will and included a gift to your 

charity  

• Legacy prospects – people who tell you they are interested in, considering or intending to 

leave you a gift in their Will  

We will ask for a number of elements here: 

• The number of new pledgers and prospects reported in the three financial years 2016/17-

2018/19 

• The proportion of deceased pledgers and prospects (dying in 2016/17-2018/19) who have 

actually gone on to leave you a bequest (i.e. pledger and prospect ‘conversion rates’) 

What you can expect to learn: 

• How the volume of your legacy supporters generated compares to your marketing spend 

over the same time period 

• Whether the volume of legacy supporters generated by your charity is comparable with 

others, distinguished by: 

• Charity sector (if sample allows) 

• Size of charity by legacy and voluntary income 

• Recent legacy marketing budgets 

• How your pledger and prospect conversion rates compare to the other charities in the 

Consortium 
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4. Legator Data 

In this section we will be looking at the data from your legacy database, about your recent 

legators’ previous relationship to you, where known. As before, we will benchmark the type, 

volume and value of gifts from: 

• Known pledgers 

• Known prospects 

• Other known supporters 

• Unknown legators 

What you can expect to learn: 

• What proportion of your legacies come from different types of legator (prospects / pledgers 

/ other known supporters / unknown) and how you compare 

• How the value and mix (residual vs. pecuniary) of legacies differ across these different types 

of legators and how you compare 

Volume and length of data required 
We are aiming to strike the balance between collecting enough information to provide 

insightful results, yet keeping it as simple and easy for you to supply the data as possible. Using 

a password-protected Excel data template, we will ask you to provide: 

• The income data reported in your annual report and accounts – past 5 financial years 

2014/15 – 2018/19 

• Your overall fundraising budget and legacy marketing budget (both excluding staff costs) – 

past 5 financial years 2014/15 – 2018/19 

• Numbers of legacy staff (FTE) – split marketing/stewardship/admin/management; total 

fundraising staff (FTE) – past 5 financial years 2014/15 – 2018/19 

• Marketing activities - two years of data for both 2017/18 and 2018/19, to allow us to have a 4-

year time series from the first legacy marketing benchmarking in 2015/16  

• Total legacy pledgers and prospects – at 31st March 2019 

• New legacy pledgers and prospects - 3 years of annual data, 2017/18-2018/19, broken down 

by year 

• Deceased pledger/prospect conversion rates - 3 years of data combined, 2016/17-2018/19 

• Legator data – 3 years of data combined, 2016/17-2018/19 

When the project kicks off in September 2019, we will be asking for data up to end March 

2019, in order to capture all responses to activities taking place in that year. This will also make 

it easier to provide financial and legator data, which can be hard to quantify immediately after 

the year end.  

All data will be anonymised and aggregated to ensure confidentiality. Case by case data on 

individual donors or legators is not required.  Since no personal data is required, there are no 

GDPR issues on this project 
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Project outputs 

All project members will receive a detailed PowerPoint report of the findings together with a 

set of Excel tables showing how you benchmark for each area compared to the rest of the 

group.  If the sample allows, we will also analyse results by charity size and by broad sector (e.g. 

health/ animal/ other).  

All results will be anonymised – you will see your own performance relative to totals and 

averages for the group – unlike the Legacy Monitor, no individual charity results will be shared 

with the consortium.  

We will present the results to the group as whole at a central London location in February 

2020. 

Project management 

As in 2017, we plan to recruit a sounding board of 4-5 people to provide feedback and 

suggestions on the work as it develops, assure the quality of outputs on behalf of the 

consortium, and agree on the final dissemination of findings. The sounding board will meet 

‘virtually’ (via teleconference or webinar) twice: to agree the data specification (early 

September 2019) and to discuss the initial findings (January 2020). If you would like to be 

considered for the sounding board, please let us know when you confirm your participation in 

the project.  

On joining the project all charities will be asked to sign a project contract, specifying roles, 

data collection methods, deliverables, timings and payment arrangements as well as issues 

around confidentiality and dissemination of findings. 

Costs and timings 

The deadline for signing up to the project is Monday 31st July 2019.  

The cost per charity is £2,400+VAT.  Invoices will be issued on 2nd September 2019 and 

payment terms are 30 days. Alternative invoice dates may be agreed with Legacy Foresight.   

Other key dates are as follows: 

• August 2019: Recruit sounding board, issue contracts, collect purchase order numbers 

• Monday 2nd September 2019: Project kick off/issue invoices   

• Monday 16th September 2019: Circulate data template  

• Friday 1st November 2019: Data back to Legacy Foresight  

• January 2020: Results produced  

• February 2020: Consortium presentation  
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The project team  

This year’s project is being run jointly by two companies: legacy market 

analysts Legacy Foresight and legacy marketing specialists Legacy Voice.  

Our two teams have collaborated closely in the past, including the two 

previous Legacy Marketing Benchmarks projects and last year’s 

Understanding Legacy Stewardship research.  We believe that by working 

together we can provide robust analysis and astute interpretation of the 

findings, leading to conclusions that are both practical and strategic.  

Legacy Foresight (www.legacyforesight.co.uk)  are Europe’s foremost analysts in the legacy and 

in-memoriam sectors. We study the state of the markets, produce income forecasts and 

research into donor motivations. Our work is used both for ongoing performance 

management and for long-term strategic development. Since our first project in 1994, we have 

worked with over one hundred clients, including all of the top twenty British fundraising 

brands.  

Legacy Voice (www.legacyvoice.co.uk) are a strategic fundraising consultancy helping charities 

find their voice and raise more money from legacy giving, and part of Legacy Link Consultancy 

Limited. Since launching in 2015, we have worked with over 30 charities to help them develop 

their legacy marketing strategies, develop engaging propositions and build internal skills and 

confidence to promote legacy giving more effectively. In 2018 we published a major literature 

review into the motivations of legacy donors which has been widely circulated across the 

world. 

 

To express your interest or for more information, contact: 

Kath Horsley k.horsley@legacyforesight.co.uk  or 

Ashley Rowthorn ashley@legacyvoice.co.uk 


